
 

Direct Braille Slate Foundation, Inc. 

 

Event Information 
Event Date: 10/11/2014 

Event Name: Direct Braille Slate Foundation, Inc. 
Event Location: 300 Spring Street 

Philadelphia, TN  37846 
Loudon County 

Price per Ticket, 
Share, Chance/Other 

 
3,000 

Event Description: A description of the Ball Drop, operation is as follows: The winners 
of the prizes do not have to be present to win! The balls are 
numbered as tickets are sold, keeping track of colors and numbers 
on a separate ledger each year. All balls are loaded into a dump 
truck and stirred before being dumped directly from the truck into a 
creek that flows next to the school. The balls then flow for several 
hundred feet before entering a "V" shaped funnel constructed of 
2x6es with a long box slightly larger then the balls with the top 
slotted so the balls as collected can be identified later 1-10 with the 
first ball to enter being the grand prize winner. The end of the 
catching box which is just longer than the 10 ball diameter's has a 
hasp and lock. The coach, always operates the catching box 
locking it before exiting the creek. Incidentally, the colors and 
numbers matter because we do not want one of last years balls, 
that have been hiding in the weeds, to break loose and win this 
years prize of $1,000. Hopefully all balls are bagged and cleaned in 
preparation for next years race! Note several of last years balls over 
topped the 2x6 funnel and escaped due to higher than anticipated 
flow due to an over night rain. The course is monitored to prevent 
an older ball from being thrown into the creek ahead of the group of 
this years balls. As you can see why the color and number really 
matters. The box containing the numbered balls is kept on display 
at the school with the log until the box is emptied just before the 
next race. I monitor the entire proceedure issuing the check to the 
winner. 

 
 

Organization Name:  Direct Braille Slate Foundation, Inc. 
Physical Address: 

 
1683 Cattleman's Drive 
Lenior City, TN  37772   

  
Contact Name: William Campbell 

Contact Number: 865-986-6174 

3/20/2014 


